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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Entrex Carbon Market Posts NIBA Video Presentation 
 

 

Boca Raton, Fl, September, 26, 2023: Entrex Carbon Market today announced it has 
posted the 2023 National Investment Banking Association presentation from earlier this 
month.   It is available at the following Link:   “Entrex 2023 NIBA Presentation” 
 
“The timing of the 2023 NIBA conference in Florida was perfect as Entrex focuses on 
building market momentum and enhancing our Broker Dealer production bonds and equity 
capital initiatives” said Stephen H. Watkins CEO of the Entrex Carbon Market.   “We had 
over a half-a-dozen broker dealer firms approach us with interested in joining our syndicated 
offerings.” 
 
“Entrex has been a great supporter of the NIBA conferences over decades of working 
together.   NIBA offers an efficient solution to maximize exposure to the Broker Dealers who 
keep the American capital market the most efficient in the world” Watkins continued. 
 
“Entrex’s regulatory and security mindset creates a whole new category of products for the 
voluntary carbon market.  Entrex’s offerings provide Wall Street oversight and Wall Street 
Research of the underlying projects and carbon offset securities – which brilliantly offer 
buyers and traders comfort without the historical underwriting of projects and offsets firms 
have had to do in the past” said George D. Sullivan, CEO of Net Zero Analysis and Design 
Corp. 
 
“Our operations and sales office in St. Petersburg, Florida helps to assemble global, 
scalable, carbon projects.  Our team uses the production financing bonds to produce carbon 
offsets, typically over a 210 day period, which then securitized the project’s “product”, the 
carbon offsets, into our CarbonEase product” said Thomas Harblin, Partner in the Entrex 
Carbon Market.   
 
About Entrex Carbon Market: 
 
The Entrex Carbon Market created the first regulatory compliant trading portal for securitized 
“compliance-grade” carbon offsets.   Entrex’s portal offers hundreds of carbon offset 
securities inclusive of short-term production financing bonds branded “NewLeaf Bonds” 
through the compliance-grade, institutionalized, carbon offsets, branded “CarbonEase” 
which are each regulated securities from inception through retirement.  Each CarbonEase 
security allows global broker/dealers to access quality carbon offset products to serve their 
institutional clients which have third party assurance from beginning to end, affirmation of 
ownership and third-party research providing comfort to their institutional clients. 
 
 
For further information:  Stephen H. Watkins, CEO,  Entrex Carbon Market, (561) 465-

7580  

https://blockchain.entrexcarbonmarket.com/entrex_Marketing_Videos.nsf/player.xsp?documentId=E8263E07DE5872EC86258A360051B946

